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Abstract
In this article we associate to every lattice ideal IL, ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xm] a cone  and a simplicial
complex  with vertices the minimal generators of the Stanley–Reisner ideal of . We assign a
simplicial subcomplex (F ) of  to every polynomial F. If F1, . . . , Fs generate IL, or they
generate rad(IL,) up to radical, then
⋃s
i=1(Fi) is a spanning subcomplex of . This result
provides a lower bound for the minimal number of generators of IL, which improves the generalized
Krull’s principal ideal theorem for lattice ideals. But mainly it provides lower bounds for the binomial
arithmetical rank and the A-homogeneous arithmetical rank of a lattice ideal. Finally, we show by a
family of examples that the given bounds are sharp.
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1. Introduction
Lattice ideals arise naturally in problems from diverse areas of mathematics, including
toric geometry, integer programming, dynamical systems, computer algebra, graph theory,
hypergeometric differential equations, mirror symmetry and computational statistics, see
[7,15,17,19]. Prime lattice ideals are called toric ideals, which are the deﬁning ideals of
afﬁne toric varieties. A fundamental problem in the theory of lattice ideals is to determine
the minimal number of generators of a lattice ideal IL or of the lattice ideal rad(IL) up to
radical. In otherwords, the ﬁnding of the smallest integer s for which there exist polynomials
f1, . . . , fs such that rad(IL)= rad(f1, . . . , fs). This integer, denoted by ara(IL), is called
the arithmetical rank of IL. The computation of the arithmetical rank of an ideal deﬁning
an algebraic variety is a classical problem inAlgebraic Geometry going back to Kronecker
[12]. The problem remains open even for some very simple lattice ideals, like the ideal of
the Macaulay curve (t4, t3u, tu3, u4) in the three-dimensional projective space, see [5].
A usual approach to this problem is to restrict to a certain class of polynomials and ask
how many polynomials from this class can generate the radical of the lattice ideal up to
radical. Lattice ideals are ideals generated by binomials, see [7], and the polynomial ring has
a natural A-grading such that the lattice ideal IL is A-homogeneous, see Section 2. In all the
cases, that we know explicitly the polynomials which generate the radical of a lattice ideal
up to radical, the polynomials involved are allA-homogeneous, see [2,11,14,18]. Restricting
the polynomials to the class of binomials (resp. A-homogeneous polynomials) we arrive at
the notion of the binomial arithmetical rank of a lattice ideal, denoted by bar(IL) (resp. the
A-homogeneous arithmetical rank, denoted by araA(IL)). The binomial arithmetical rank
and the A-homogeneous arithmetical rank are upper bounds for the arithmetical rank of IL.
Also, both of them can serve as a measure of the “size” of a binomial ideal, see [4], and
the complexity of the problem of computing ara(IL). In the cases preceding this work, the
numbers ara(IL), bar(IL) and araA(IL), were either identical or very close to each other,
see for example [2,3,8,14,18]. Recently Barile and Lyubeznik [1] used techniques from [3]
and étale cohomology to give a class of lattice ideals such that htIL = ara(IL) = bar(IL)
only over ﬁelds of one positive characteristic p.
Also, there was no known example of a lattice ideal IL with the property ara(IL) =
araA(IL). In the present work, we show that there can be very large differences between
these numbers by providing good lower bounds for araA(IL), bar(IL) and using the result
of Eisenbud–Evans and Storch, see [6] and [16], that ara(IL) is bounded above by the
dimension m of the space Km. For example, using the results of Section 6 and putting
n = 10, we take the lattice ideal IA10 for which the height is equal to 80, the ara(IL,) is
smaller than 90 by Eisenbud–Evans and Storch, while the araA(IL,) is exactly 1740 and
bar(IL,) is exactly 1860. Also in those 80 up to 90 polynomials that generate the radical
of IA10 , there should be totally at least 3600 monomials in atleast 1740 A-homogeneous
components. Therefore the involved polynomials are huge and complicated.
The article is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we recall some basic facts about lattice ideals, which are necessary for the
formulation and proof of the main Theorem 5.1.
In Section 3 we introduce the Stanley–Reisner ideal of a cone  and describe its minimal
generators.
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In Section 4 we introduce a simplicial complex  with vertices the minimal generators
of the Stanley–Reisner ideal of the cone  associated to the lattice ideal. The simplicial
complex encodes the information from the geometry of the cone that reﬂect on the lattice
ideal. We assign a simplicial subcomplex (F ) of  to every polynomial F.
In Section 5 we state and prove the main theorem of the article, Theorem 5.1, which
gives a necessary condition for the generation of the radical of a lattice ideal up to radical.
This result in conjunction with combinatorial numbers of the simplicial complex provide
lower bounds for the minimal number of generators, the binomial arithmetical rank and
the A-homogeneous arithmetical rank of a lattice ideal. Even more it provides information
about the complexity of the problem of computing the arithmetical rank of a lattice ideal.
In Section 6 we compute these bounds for a special class of lattice ideals. In this case,
we show that the lower bounds given in Theorem 5.6 cannot be improved by computing the
exact value of theA-homogeneous arithmetical rank and the binomial arithmetical rank for
certain lattice ideals.
2. Basics on lattice ideals
Let K be an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic p0. A lattice is a ﬁnitely gen-
erated free abelian group. A partial character (L, ) on Zm is a homomorphism  from
a sublattice L of Zm to the multiplicative group K∗ = K − {0}. Given a partial character
(L, ) on Zm, the ideal
IL, := ({x+ − ()x−|= + − − ∈ L}) ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xm]
is called lattice ideal. Where + ∈ Nm and − ∈ Nm denote the positive and negative
part of , respectively, and x = xb11 · · · xbmm for = (b1, . . . , bm) ∈ Nm. Lattice ideals are
binomial ideals. The theory of binomial ideals were developed by Eisenbud and Sturmfels
in [7].
If L is a sublattice of Zm, then the saturation of L is the lattice
Sat(L) := { ∈ Zm|d ∈ L for some d ∈ Z∗}.
We say that the lattice L is saturated if L = Sat(L). The lattice ideal IL, is prime if and
only if L is saturated. A prime lattice ideal is called a toric ideal, while the set of zeroes in
Km is an afﬁne toric variety in the sence of [17], since we do not require normality.
Throughout this paper we assume that L is a non-zero positive sublattice of Zm, that is
L ∩ Nm = {0}. This means that the lattice ideal IL, is homogeneous with respect to some
positive grading.
The group Zm/Sat(L) is free abelian, therefore is isomorphic to Zn, where n = m −
rank(L). Let  be the above isomorphism, e1, . . . , em the unit vectors of Zm and (ei +
Sat(L)) = ai ∈ Zn for 1 im.
LetA={ai |1 im}.We gradeK[x1, . . . , xm] by setting degA(xi)=ai for i=1, . . . , m.
The A-degree of the monomial xu is
degA(x
u) := u1a1 + · · · + umam ∈ NA,
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where NA is the semigroup generated by A. A polynomial F ∈ K[x1, . . . , xm] is called
A-homogeneous if themonomials in each nonzero term ofF have the same degree.An ideal I
is calledA-homogeneous if it is generated byA-homogeneous polynomials. The lattice ideal
IL, is A-homogeneous as well as all lattice ideals with the same saturation. A polynomial
F in IL, has a decomposition
F = F(b1) + · · · + F(bq)
into A-homogeneous components, where each polynomial F(bj ) ∈ IL, and contains all
the nonzero terms of F with A-degree equal to bj .
Thebinomial arithmetical rankof a binomial ideal I (written bar(I )) is the smallest integer
s for which there exist binomials F1, . . . , Fs in I such that rad(I )= rad(F1, . . . , Fs). Hence
the binomial arithmetical rank is an upper bound for the arithmetical rank of a binomial ideal
(written ara(I )), which is the smallest integer s for which there exists F1, . . . , Fs in I such
that rad(I )=rad(F1, . . . , Fs). Especially, when I isA-homogeneous and all the polynomials
F1, . . . , Fs areA-homogeneous, the smallest integer s is calledA-homogeneous arithmetical
rank of I, denoted by araA(I). From the deﬁnitions, the generalized Krull’s principal ideal
theorem and the graded version of Nakayama’s Lemma we deduce the following inequality
for a lattice ideal IL,:
htIL,ara(IL,)araA(IL,)bar(IL,)(IL,).
Here htI denotes the height and (I ) denotes the minimal number of generators of an ideal
I. When htI = ara(I ) the ideal I is called a set-theoretic complete intersection and when
htI = (I ) it is called a complete intersection.
Deﬁnition 2.1. If p is a prime number,we deﬁneSatp(L) andSat ′p(L) to be the largest sub-
lattices of Sat(L) containing L such that Satp(L)/L has order a power of p and Sat ′p(L)/L
has order relatively prime to p. If p = 0, we deﬁne Satp(L) = L and Sat ′p(L) = Sat(L).
Theorem 2.2 (Eisenbud and Sturmfels [7]). Let (L, ) be a partial character on Zm.Write
g for the order of Sat ′p(L)/L. There are g distinct characters 1, . . . , g of Sat ′p(L) ex-
tending  and for each j a unique character ′j of Sat(L) extending j . There is a unique
partial character ′ of Satp(L) extending . The radical, associated primes and minimal
primary decomposition of IL, are:
rad(IL,) = ISatp(L),′ ,
Ass(K[x1, . . . , xm]/IL,) = {ISat(L),′j |j = 1, . . . , g}
and
IL, =
g⋂
j=1
ISat ′p(L),j ,
where ISat ′p(L),j is ISat(L),′j -primary. In particular, if p = 0, then IL, is a radical ideal.
The associated primes ISat(L),′j of IL, are all minimal and have the same codimension,
rank(L).
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We associate to the lattice ideal IL, the rational polyhedral cone
= posQ(A) := {l1a1 + · · · + lmam|li ∈ Q and li0}.
A cone  is strongly convex if  ∩ −= {0}. The condition that the lattice L is positive, is
equivalent with the condition that the cone  is strongly convex. A faceF of  is any set
of the form
F= 
⋂
{x ∈ Rn : cx = 0},
where c ∈ Rn and cx0 for all points x ∈ . Faces of dimension one are called extreme
rays. If the number of the extreme rays of a cone coincides with the dimension (i.e. the
extreme rays are linearly independent), the cone is called simplex cone.
We decompose the afﬁne space Km into 2m coordinate cells
(K∗)E := {(q1, . . . , qm) ∈ Km|qi = 0 for i ∈ E, qi = 0 for i /∈ E},
where E runs over all subsets of {1, . . . , m}. For a point P = (x1, . . . , xm) of Km we deﬁne
PE to be the point
(E1x1, 
E
2x2, . . . , 
E
mxm) ∈ Km,
where Ei = 1 if i ∈ E and Ei = 0 if i /∈ E. Note that if P ∈ (K∗){1,...,m}, then PE ∈ (K∗)E.
Let S be a subset of the cone , then ES := {i ∈ {1, . . . , m}|ai ∈ S}. To simplify the
notation we denote the point PES by PS and the cell (K∗)ES by (K∗)S .
The n-dimensional algebraic torus (K∗)n acts on the afﬁne m-space Km via
(x1, . . . , xm) → (x1ta1 , . . . , xmtam).
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , g}. The afﬁne toric variety XA,j := V (ISat(L),′j ) is the Zariski-closure of
the (K∗)n-orbit of a point Pj = (cj1, cj2, . . . , cjm), where all cji are different from zero.
Note that the ideal ISat(L),′j is the kernel of the K-algebra homomorphism
	j : K[x1, . . . , xm] → K[t1, . . . , tn, t−11 , . . . , t−1n ]
given by
	j (xi) = cjitai for all i = 1, . . . , m.
The (K∗)n-orbits on the afﬁne toric variety XA,j are in order-preserving bijection with the
faces of the cone , see [9,10,13], for every j. Note that our cone  is the dual of the cone
which is used to deﬁne the toric variety in the above references.
Actually the orbit corresponding to the face F is the orbit of the point (Pj )F and the
toric variety is the disjoint union of the orbits of the points (Pj )F, for every faceF ∈ ,
i.e.
XA,j =
⋃
F∈
O((Pj )F).
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Each orbit O((Pj )F) corresponds to the relative interior of the faceF. The orbit O((Pj )F)
is in the cell (K∗)F and there are no points of the toric varieties XA,j which are in the cells
(K∗)E, where E is not in the form EF for a faceF of .
From the Theorem 2.2 we have
V (IL,) =
g⋃
j=1
XA,j .
Therefore V (IL,) has points only on the cells in the form (K∗)F for some faceF of the
cone . This remark plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 5.1, as well as the
following lemma.
Set K[E] := K[{xi |i ∈ E}], where E is a subset of {1, . . . , m}.
Lemma 2.3. Let F be a face of the cone . The monomial xu ∈ K[EF] if and only
if degA(xu) ∈F.
Proof. Obviously xu belongs to K[EF] implies that degA(xu) is inF. Suppose that
degA(x
u) = u1a1 + · · · + umam ∈F.
Then
0 = cF
(
m∑
i=1
uiai
)
=
m∑
i=1
uicFai ,
where cF is any vector that deﬁnes the faceF. All the terms cFai are non-negative and
every ui0, so ui = 0 whenever cFai is positive. Thus xu ∈ K[EF]. 
3. Stanley–Reisner rings
Given a set Y ⊂ Zn, the set of all nonnegative linear combinations x = l1y1 + · · ·+ lsys ,
where y1, . . . , ys ∈ Y , l1, . . . , ls ∈ Q, is called the positive hull ofY, denoted by posQ(Y ).
Let  ⊂ Qn be a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone and R ={r1, . . . , rt } a set of
integer vectors, one for each extreme ray of , so = posQ(r1, . . . , rt ). The vectors ri are
called extreme vectors of . We consider the polynomial ring K[Y1, . . . , Yt ] by taking one
variable Yi for each vector ri . Let M = Yn1i1 · · ·Y
nl
il
be a monomial, where all exponents are
positive. We denote by posQ(M) the positive hull of the vectors ri1 , . . . , ril .
The relative interior of M, denoted by relint(M) = relintQ(ri1 , . . . , ril ), is the set of
all positive rational linear combinations of ri1 , . . . , ril .
The boundary of M is
(M) = (ri1 , . . . , ril ) := posQ(ri1 , . . . , ril ) − relintQ(ri1 , . . . , ril ),
which is the union of all proper faces of the cone posQ(ri1 , . . . , ril ).
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ByF(M) we denote the minimal face of  that contains {ri1 , . . . , ril }, i.e.
F(M) =
⋂
{ri1 ,...,ril }⊂F
F,
since any intersection of faces of  is a face of .
Deﬁnition 3.1. The Stanley–Reisner ring of  is the K-algebra
K[] = K[Y1, . . . , Yt ]/I,
where I is the Stanley–Reisner ideal generated by all square-freemonomialsM=Yi1Yi2 · · ·
Yil such that posQ(M) is not a face of .
The ideal I is a monomial ideal, so there is a unique set {M1, . . . ,Mq} of minimal
square-free monomial generators of I.
The nextTheoremgives an equivalent condition for a square-freemonomial to beminimal
generator of I.
Theorem 3.2. A square-free monomial M is a minimal generator of I if and only if
(i) for every proper divisor N of M, posQ(N) is a face of ,
(ii) posQ(M)F(M),
(iii) posQ(M) is a simplex cone and every proper face of posQ(M) is a face of .
Proof. Suppose that M = Yi1Yi2 · · ·Yil is a minimal generator of I.
(i) Let N be a proper divisor of M. Assuming that posQ(N) is not a face of  we have
N ∈ I from the deﬁnition of Stanley–Reisner ideal. But this contradicts the fact that
M is a minimal generator of I.
(ii) The positive hull of M is not a face of , whileF(M) is a face of . Thus posQ(M) =
F(M) and certainly posQ(M) ⊂F(M).
(iii) Assume that ri1 , ri2 , . . . , ril are not linearly independent and consider a linear relation
di1ri1 +di2ri2 +· · ·+dilril =0 between them, with at least one dij = 0. Then, since 
is strongly convex, there will be positive and negative coefﬁcients dij in the previous
relation. Let P be the subset of {i1, . . . , il} consisting of all indices ij , such that the
corresponding dij is positive. Then P is nonempty and proper. Therefore N =
i∈P Yi
is a proper divisor of M whichmeans thatposQ(N) is a faceF of . Let cF be a vector
deﬁning the faceF. Considering the dot product of cF and di1ri1 +di2ri2 +· · ·+dilril
we have a contradiction, namely a negative number equal to zero. Therefore posQ(M)
is a simplex cone.
LetFbe aproper faceofposQ(M)=posQ(ri1 , . . . , ril ).ThenF=posQ(rj1 , . . . , rjk ),
where {rj1 , . . . , rjk }{ri1 , . . . , ril }. Then N = Yj1 · · ·Yjq is a proper divisor of M,
thereforeF is a face of .
Suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) are true. Then (ii) gives us that M is a generator of the
Stanley–Reisner ideal, while (i) ensures that M is minimal. 
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4. The simplicial complex of a cone
A simplicial complex  on a set of vertices V is a collection of subsets T of V such that:
(i) if x ∈ V then {x} ∈  and
(ii) if T ∈  and T ′ ⊂ T , then T ∈ .
The elements of are called simplices.A set T ∈  of cardinality q+1 is called a q-simplex
of .
We consider a lattice ideal IL, ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xm] and the strongly convex rational poly-
hedral cone  = posQ(A) ⊂ Qn corresponding to IL,. Let I ⊂ K[Y1, . . . , Yt ] be the
Stanley–Reisner ideal of the cone , where t is the number of extreme rays of the cone .
Deﬁnition 4.1. We associate to the cone  a simplicial complex  with vertices the set
{M1, . . . ,Mq} of minimal monomial generators of I. Let T be a subset of {M1, . . . ,Mq},
then T ∈  if
⋂
Mi∈T
relint(Mi) = ∅.
Example 4.2. Consider the three-dimensional cone over a regular hexagon, that is the
cone  with extreme vectors rij = 2ei + ej , where i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i = j and {ei |1 i3}
is the canonical basis of Q3. Then the simplicial complex  consists of nine vertices
Y12Y31, Y12Y32, Y12Y23, Y21Y13, Y21Y31, Y21Y32, Y13Y23, Y13Y32 and Y23Y31, ﬁfteen 1-
simplices and one 2-simplex.The simplicial complex is drawn in Fig. 1,where i=1, j=2
and k = 3.
Remark 4.3.  = ∅ if and only if  is simplex cone. For results about the arithmetical
rank, in this case, the reader is invited to read [2].
(kj)(ik)(ki)(ij)
(ij)(jk) (ji)(kj)
(jk)(ki)(ik)(ji)
(jk)(ik)
(ji)(ki)
(kj)(ij)
Fig. 1.
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Let N = xn1i1 · · · x
ns
is
be a monomial in K[x1, . . . , xm]. Set AN := {ai1 , . . . , ais }, the cone
of N is
cone(N) :=
⋂
AN⊂posQ(rj1 ,...,rjl )
posQ(rj1 , . . . , rjl ) ⊂ .
Note that posQ(AN) ⊂ cone(N). Also, the cone(N) is not necessarily in the form
posQ(rj1 , . . . , rjt ) for some extreme vectors rj1 , . . . , rjt of . But in the case that each one
of ai1 , . . . , ais belongs to some extreme ray of , we have that
cone(N) = posQ(ai1 , . . . , ais ).
The notion of the cone is used to associate to every polynomial inK[x1, . . . , xm] a simplicial
subcomplex of. The induced subcomplex′ of a simplicial complex by certain vertices
V ′ ⊂ V is the subcomplex ofwith vertices V ′ and T ⊂ V ′ is a simplex of the subcomplex
′ if T is a simplex of .
Deﬁnition 4.4. Let F be a polynomial in K[x1, . . . , xm]. We associate to F the induced
subcomplex (F ) of  consisting of those vertices Mi with the property: there exist a
monomial N in F such that cone(N) = posQ(Mi).
A subcomplex H of a simplicial complex  is called a spanning subcomplex if both have
exactly the same set of vertices.
5. Radical of a lattice ideal
The next Theorem gives a necessary condition for a set of polynomials in K[x1, . . . , xm]
to generate the radical of a lattice ideal up to radical. Where K is an algebraically closed
ﬁeld of any characteristic.
Theorem 5.1. IfF1, . . . , Fs generate rad(IL,) up to radical, then
⋃s
i=1 (Fi) is a span-
ning subcomplex of .
Proof. Suppose that rad(IL,) = rad(F1, . . . , Fs) and let M = Yi1Yi2 · · ·Yil = 0 be a
minimal generator of the Stanley–Reisner ideal of . We will prove that there exists a
monomial N = xn1i1 · · · x
ns
is
in some Fi such that cone(N) = posQ(M).
Recall, fromSection 2, thatV (IL,)=⋃gj=1 XA,j andXA,j =V (ISat(L),′j ) is the Zariski-
closure of the (K∗)n-orbit of a point Pj . Also for a point P = (x1, . . . , xm) of Km, PE is
the point (E1x1, 
E
2x2, . . . , 
E
mxm) ∈ Km, where Ei = 1 if i ∈ E and Ei = 0 if i /∈ E.
Let us consider the point (Pj )(M), for any j ∈ {1, . . . , g}.We divide the proof into three
steps:
1st step: We claim that (Pj )(M) is not a point of V (IL,). Recall that (Pj )(M) belongs
to the cell (K∗)(M). But since every point of V (IL,) belongs to a cell (K∗)F for some
face F of , it is enough to prove that E(M) is not in the form EF for a face F of .
Suppose that E(M) = EF for a faceF of .
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Note that M = 0 is a minimal generator of the Stanley–Reisner ideal of the cone  and
therefore dim(posQ(M))2. Also  = posQ(A) which implies that for every extreme
vector rk of  there exist ik ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that aik = rk , for some  ∈ Q. Then
rk ∈ posQ(M) if and only if rk ∈ (M) if and only if aik ∈ (M) if and only if ik ∈ E(M).
Also ik ∈ EF if and only if aik ∈ F if and only if rk ∈ F. Therefore posQ(M) =F,
since every face of  is generated by extreme vectors. But this contradicts the fact that M is
a generator of the Stanley–Reisner ideal and the claim is proved.
Therefore (Pj )(M) cannot be a zero of all the Fi . Thus there exists at least one i such
that Fi((Pj )(M)) = 0. Let N be a monomial in Fi such that N((Pj )(M)) = 0.
We have, from the deﬁnition of (Pj )(M) and the fact N((Pj )(M)) = 0, that AN ⊂
(M) ⊂ posQ(M). Therefore cone(N) ⊂ posQ(M).
The last condition implies thatdegA(N) ∈ posQ(M),whichmeans that eitherdegA(N) ∈
relint(posQ(M)) or degA(N) ∈ (M).
2nd step: We claim that there is always a monomial N in Fi such that degA(N) ∈
relint(posQ(M)).
Suppose that degA(N) ∈ (M). But M is a minimal generator of the Stanley–Reisner
ideal and therefore, from Theorem 3.2, the degree degA(N) belongs to a faceF of the cone
 such thatF ⊂ (M).
The polynomial Fi belongs to the lattice ideal IL,, which is A-homogeneous, and
therefore has a decomposition Fi(bi,1) + · · · + Fi(bi,qs ) into A-homogeneous compo-
nents. By Lemma 2.3, degA(N) belongs to a face F implies that the A-component,
Fi(bi,k) = Fi(degA(N)), of N belongs to K[EF], since all monomials in Fi(bi,k) have
the same A-degree. Note thatF ⊂ (M) and therefore ((Pj )(M))F= (Pj )F. Thus, since
Fi(bi,k) involves variables belonging only to the face F, we have Fi(bi,k)((Pj )(M)) =
Fi(bi,k)((Pj )F) = Fi(bi,k)(Pj ) which is equal to zero because Pj ∈ V (IL,).
But thenFi(bi,k)((Pj )(M))=0 andFi((Pj )(M)) = 0, so there exist a differentmonomial
N ′ in a different A-homogeneous component of Fi such that N ′((Pj )(M)) = 0. This
cannot be repeated indeﬁnitely, since Fi has ﬁnitely many A-homogeneous components.
So we conclude that there must be an N in Fi such that degA(N) ∈ relint(posQ(M)) and
N((Pj )(M)) = 0.
3rd step: For a setS ⊂ wedeﬁneRS to be the set of all extremevectors ofwhichbelong
to S. We will show that a monomial N, with the properties degA(N) ∈ relint(posQ(M))
andN((Pj )(M)) = 0, satisﬁes cone(N)=posQ(M). Let ai ∈ AN , thenN((Pj )(M)) = 0
implies that ai ∈ (M). By Theorem 3.2 we conclude that ai ∈ F for some face of .
ThereforeF(ai ) ⊂ F ⊂ (M), whereF(ai ) denotes the smallest face that contains ai .
We have that
RF(ai ) ⊂ RF ⊂ R(M) = RposQ(M).
Nowwe claim that if ai ∈ posQ(R), for someR ⊂ R, thenRF(ai ) ⊂ R. Let ai=ri∈Rliri ,
with li0. Multiplying by cF(ai ), a vector that deﬁnes the faceF(ai ), we have that lj = 0
whenever rj /∈F(ai ). So in fact ai =ri∈RF(ai )∩Rliri . Note also thatposQ(RF(ai )∩R) is a
face of  byTheorem 3.2, sinceRF(ai )∩R is a proper subset ofRposQ(M).We conclude that
F(ai ) ⊂ posQ(RF(ai ) ∩ R) ⊂ posQ(RF(ai)) =F(ai ).
Therefore RF(ai ) ∩ R = RF(ai) which implies the claim RF(ai ) ⊂ R.
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To prove that cone(N)=posQ(M) is enough to prove that
⋃
ai∈AN RF(ai ) =RposQ(M).
We have just proved that ⋃ai∈AN RF(ai ) ⊂ RposQ(M). If they are not equal then⋃
ai∈AN RF(ai ) ⊂ F, for some face F of , since M is a minimal generator of the
Stanley–Reisner ideal. But if ∪RF(ai ) ⊂ F then degA(N) ∈ F. Which is a contra-
diction, since degA(N) ∈ relint(posQ(M)). Therefore we have proved that for every
minimal generator M of the Stanley–Reisner ideal of  there exists at least one monomial N
in some Fi such that cone(N)= posQ(M) and even more, degA(N) ∈ relint(posQ(M))
and AN ⊂ (M). 
Theorem 5.2. Let F ∈ K[x1, . . . , xm] be an A-homogeneous polynomial, then the simpli-
cial complex (F ) is a simplex.
Proof. Suppose that(F ) is not empty and let T be the set of vertices of(F ). For every
Mi ∈ T let Ni be the corresponding monomial in F with degA(Ni) ∈ relintQ(Mi), see the
proof of Theorem 5.1. Using the fact that F is A-homogeneous, we deduce that degA(Ni)
is the same for all monomials in F. Thus
⋂
Mi∈T
relint(Mi) = ∅,
which means that T ∈  and then also T ∈ (F ), since T is an induced subcomplex.
Consequently (F ) is a simplex. 
Combining Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5.3. If F1, . . . , Fs are A-homogeneous polynomials and generate rad(IL,) up
to radical, then
⋃s
i=1 (Fi) is a spanning subcomplex of and each(Fi) is a simplex.
Note that a binomial B belonging to IL, is always A-homogeneous and has two mono-
mial terms, therefore the simplex (B) has at most two vertices and is either 1-simplex,
0-simplex or the empty set. It follows from Corollary 5.3 that:
Corollary 5.4. If B1, . . . , Bs are binomials and generate rad(IL,) up to radical, then⋃s
i=1 (Bi) is a spanning subcomplex of  and each (Bi) is either 1-simplex,
0-simplex or the empty set.
Deﬁnition 5.5. For a simplicial complex  we denote by c the smallest number s of
simplices i of , such that the subcomplex
⋃s
i=1 i of  is spanning. While by b we
denote the smallest number s of 1-simplices or 0-simplicesi of, such that the subcomplex⋃s
i=1 i of  is spanning.
Then Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 imply that:
Theorem 5.6. For a lattice ideal IL, with associated cone  we have caraA(IL,)
and bbar(IL,).
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Note that bq/2, where we recall that q is the minimal number of generators of I,
and c is greater than or equal to the number of connected components of the simplicial
complex .
Also note that the above bounds depend only on the simplicial complex , i.e. lattice
ideals with associated cones rationally afﬁne equivalent have exactly the same bound. Two
cones are called rationally afﬁne equivalent if there is a rational afﬁne transformation
mapping the ﬁrst cone to the second bijectively.
The following Corollary is immediate from Corollary 5.4, since IL, = (B1, . . . , Bs)
implies that rad(IL,) = rad((B1, . . . , Bs)).
Corollary 5.7. If B1, . . . , Bs are binomials and IL,= (B1, . . . , Bs), then⋃si=1 (Bi) is
a spanning subcomplex of  and each (Bi) is either 1-simplex, 0-simplex or the empty
set. In particular max{b , htIL,}(IL,).
Corollary 5.7 gives a lower bound for the minimal number of generators of IL, which
improves the generalized Krull’s principal ideal theorem.
In the previous Corollaries we have seen how Theorem 5.1 provides lower bounds for
araA(IL,), bar(IL,) and (IL,), but it does not provide a lower bound for ara(IL,). Nev-
ertheless Theorem 5.1 provides certain information on the form and size of the polynomials
F1, . . . , Fs such that rad(IL,) = rad(F1, . . . , Fs).
Theorem 5.8. Let IL, be a lattice ideal with associated cone . If F1, . . . , Fs generate
IL, up to radical then
(i) the total number of monomials in the nonzero terms of the polynomials F1, . . . , Fs is
greater than or equal to the number of the vertices of the simplicial complex .
(ii) the total number of A-homogeneous components in F1, . . . , Fs is greater than or equal
to c .
Proof. The ﬁrst part is immediate from Theorem 5.1. For the second part note that
(i) rad(IL,) = rad(F1, . . . , Fs),
(ii) (F1, . . . , Fs) ⊂ (F1(b1,1), . . . , F1(b1,q1), . . . , Fs(bs,1), . . . , Fs(bs,qs )) ⊂ (IL,).
WhereFi(bi,1), . . . , Fi(bi,qi ) are theA-homogeneous components of Fi . Thus rad(IL,)=
rad(F1(b1,1), . . . , F1(b1,q1), . . . , Fs(bs,1), . . . , Fs(bs,qs )). Now the result follows from
Theorem 5.6. 
6. The lower bounds are sharp
The aim of this last section is to explicitly compute the bounds for the A-homogeneous
arithmetical rank and the binomial arithmetical rank, obtained from Theorem 5.6, for a
special class of lattice ideals and show that the previous lower bounds are sharp. This will
be done by computing the exact values of the above numbers and proving that they are
identical with the corresponding bounds, for a certain class of lattice ideals.
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We consider the set of vectors An = {2ei + ej |1 i, jn, i = j}, where n2 and
{ei |1 in} is the canonical basis of Qn. The toric ideal IAn of An, see [17], is the kernel
of the K-algebra homomorphism 	:
K[{xij |1 i, jn, i = j}] → K[t1, . . . , tn]
given by
	(xij ) = t2i tj .
Let IL, be any lattice ideal with associated cone = posQ(An) or rationally afﬁne equiv-
alent to the cone posQ(An).
We deﬁne the following vectors in Qn, with coordinates:
(cT )s =
{
0, for s ∈ T ,
1, otherwise,
(ci,T )s =
{−1, for s = i,
2, for s ∈ T ,
3 otherwise,
where 1sn, T is a subset of {1, . . . , n} and 1 in, i /∈ T .
Note that theposQ(2ei+ej ) is an extreme ray of the coneposQ(An) ⊂ Qn with deﬁning
vector ci,{j}. Therefore the cone posQ(An) has n(n − 1) extreme rays. We consider the
Stanley–Reisner ideal
IposQ(An) ⊂ K[{Yij |1 i, jn, i = j}].
For the simplicial complex posQ(An) we have the following result:
Proposition 6.1. In the simplicial complex posQ(An) there are 9
(
n
3
) + 12 (n4 )vertices,
15
(
n
3
)+ 18 (n4 )1-simplices and (n3 ) 2-simplices in (n3 )+ (n4 ) connected components.
Proof. Weclaim that theminimal generators of IposQ(An) are the 3
(
n
3
)
quadraticmonomials
in the form YijYkj , the 6
(
n
3
)
monomials in the form YijYki and the 12
(
n
4
)
monomials in
the form YijYkl , where i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Here we adopt the convention that
(
n
k
) = 0
for k >n.
The relation (2ei + ej )+ (2ek + ej )= (2ej + ei )+ (2ek + ei ) shows that posQ(YijYkj )
cannot be a face of the cone posQ(An). In the case that posQ(YijYkj ) is a face of , taking
the dot product with its deﬁning vector in the two parts of the equality we get zero at the left
part, since both vectors are on the faceposQ(YijYkj ), and a positive number at the right part,
since both vectors are not on the face, which is a contradiction. Thus YijYkj is a generator
of IposQ(An). Similarly, the relations 2(2ei +ej )+ (2ek +ei )=2(2ei +ek)+ (2ej +ei ) and
(2ei + ej )+ (2ek + el )= (2ei + el )+ (2ek + ej ) show that YijYki and YijYkl are generators
of IposQ(An). They are minimal, since there is no monomial of degree 1 in IposQ(An). Next
we show that there is no other minimal generator of the Stanley–Reisner ideal. The only
square free monomials of degree greater than or equal to two that are not divided by the
previous quadratic minimal generators are in the form Mi,T = ∏j∈T Yij for some T ⊂
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(ik)(lj)(il)(jk)
(ki)(lj)
(lk)(ji)(ij)(kl)
(ik)(jl)
(ij)(lk) (il)(kj)
(li)(jk)
(kj)(li)
(kl)(ji)
(ki)(jl)
Fig. 2.
{1, . . . , i−1, i+1, . . . , n} or M{i,j} =YijYji . But posQ(Mi,T ) and posQ(M{i,j}) are faces
whose deﬁning vectors are ci,T and c{i,j}.
We deﬁne the index of Yij to be the set {i, j} and the index of a monomial M ∈
K[{Yij |1 i, jn, i = j}] to be the union of the indices of the variables in M.
Let M and N be minimal generators of the Stanley–Reisner ideal of IAn , then they are
vertices of the same 1-simplex if and only if relintQ(M) ∩ relintQ(N) = ∅. Every vector
in relintQ(M) can be written as a positive linear combination of the vectors ei , where
i ∈ index(M). Since the vectors {ei |1 in} are linearly independent, we conclude that
index(M)=index(N).
Therefore also two minimal generators can be vertices of a connected component of the
simplicial complexposQ(An) if they have the same index. The index of a minimal generator
can be a set with three elements {i, j, k} or four elements {i, j, k, l}. By explicitly computing
the intersections of the relative interiors of the corresponding cones of the nine vertices with
index {i, j, k}, we get that all of them are in the same connected component which has 15
1-simplices and one 2-simplex and looks like the Fig. 1. Similarly, by explicitly computing
the intersections of the relative interiors of the corresponding cones of the 12 vertices with
index {i, j, k, l}, we get that all of them are in the same connected component which has
18 1-simplices and looks like Fig. 2.
Therefore we conclude that the simplicial complex posQ(An) has
(
n
3
)
connected compo-
nents like the one in Fig. 1, with nine vertices 15 1-simplices and one 2-simplex each, and(
n
4
)
connected components like the one in Fig. 2, with 12 vertices and 18 1-simplices each.

Corollary 6.2. Let L be a lattice with associated cone rationally afﬁne equivalent to
posQ(An), then for the ideal IL, we have that
bar(IL,)5
(
n
3
)
+ 6
(
n
4
)
and
araA(IL,)4
(
n
3
)
+ 6
(
n
4
)
.
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Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Proof. Recall that b is the smallest number s of 1-simplices or 0-simplices i of ,
such that the subcomplex
⋃s
i=1 i of  is spanning. For the
(
n
3
)
connected components of
posQ(An), like the one in Fig. 1, this number is ﬁve as it can be seen in Fig. 3. While for
the
(
n
4
)
connected components of posQ(An), like the one in Fig. 2, this number is six as it
can be seen in Fig. 4. Thus bposQ(An) = 5
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ).
Recall also that c is the smallest number s of simplicesi of, such that the subcomplex⋃s
i=1 i of is spanning. Note that connected components like those in Fig. 1 have only one
2-simplex and those in Fig. 2 have only 1-simplices. Consequently, for the
(
n
3
)
connected
components of posQ(An), like the one in Fig. 1, the number c is four as it can be seen in
Fig. 3. While for the
(
n
4
)
connected components, like the one in Fig. 2, this number is six
as it can be seen in Fig. 4. Therefore cposQ(An) = 4
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ).
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The proof follows from Theorem 5.6. 
Next we will prove that the lower bounds computed in Corollary 6.2 are sharp, by de-
termining the exact value of the binomial arithmetical rank and the A-homogeneous arith-
metical rank for the toric ideal IAn .
Proposition 6.3. The ideal IAn is generated up to radical by the 5
(
n
3
) + 6 (n4 ) binomials
xij xkj − xjkxik, x2ij xki − x2ikxji , xij xkl − xilxkj , where i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore
bar(IAn) = 5
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ) .
Proof. Let J be the ideal in K[{xij |1 i, jn, i = j}] generated by the 5
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ) bi-
nomials xij xkl − xilxkj , xij xkj − xjkxik, x2ij xki − x2ikxji , where i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We will use Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz to prove the theorem. Obviously J ⊂ IAn and
therefore V (IAn) ⊂ V (J ). Note that the toric variety V (IAn) is the Zariski-closure of the
point P = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Kn(n−1) under the torus action induced by the set of
vectors An.
Let a ∈ Kn(n−1) be a point in V (J ) with aij = 0, for some ﬁxed indices i, j . There are
two cases:
(a) aji = 0. Then, using the binomials x2ij xki − x2ikxji and xjixki − xij xkj , we get that
aki = 0 and akj = 0 for every index k different from i, j .
In addition, using the binomials xij xkl − xilxkj and x2jixkj − x2jkxij , we have that akl = 0
and ajk = 0 for every indices k, l different from i, j .
Let T = {k|aik = 0}. Note that T is not empty, because j ∈ T . LetFi,T = posQ{2ei +
ek|k ∈ T }, thenFi,T is a face of whose deﬁning vector is ci,T . Setting ti =1, tk =aik , for
every k ∈ T , and tl = 0, for every l /∈ T , we obtain that a is in the orbit of the point PFi,T .
Thus a belongs to V (IAn).
(b) aji = 0. Let T = {k|aik = 0} ∪ {i}. Note that j ∈ T . Let k ∈ T then, from the
deﬁnition, aik = 0. Using the binomial x2ij xki − x2ikxji we obtain that aki = 0. Then, from
the binomial xkj xij−xjixki wehave that akj = 0. Finally, from the binomial xij xkj−xjkxik ,
we conclude that ajk = 0.
Let {k, l} ⊂ T and {k, l} ∩ {i, j} = ∅, then, using the binomial xij xkl − xilxkj , we take
akl = 0.
Assume that k /∈ T , then, from the deﬁnition, aik = 0. The binomial x2ij xki − x2ikxji gives
aki=0,while the binomialxkj xij−xjixki givesakj=0. From the binomial x2jixkj−x2jkxij we
conclude that ajk =0.Also akl =0 for every index l, because of the binomial xij xkl −xilxkj .
The binomial xij xlk − xikxlj give us that alk = 0 for every index l.
Therefore apq = 0 if {p, q} ⊂ T , while apq = 0 if {p, q} /⊂ T . LetFT = posQ(2ep +
eq |{p, q} ⊂ T ), thenFT is a face of  whose deﬁning vector is cT .
We will prove that the point a is in the orbit of the point PFT . Let i, j ∈ T and  be any
cubic root of aij aji . Setting ti = aij−1 and tj = aji−1 we have aij = t2i tj and aji = t2j ti .
For any k ∈ T put tk = ajkt−2j , then of course ajk = t2j tk .
Using the binomials x2jixkj − x2jkxij , xij xkj − xjkxik , x2ij xki − x2ikxji we conclude step
by step that akj = t2k tj , aik = t2i tk and aki = t2k ti . Then for any two k, l in T, from the binomial
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xij xkl − xilxkj , we have that akl = t2k tl . Put tl = 0 for all l /∈ T . Then the point a is in the
orbit of the point PFT , so it is a point of V (IAn).
The second part of the proposition now follows from Corollary 6.2. 
Remark 6.4. We can choose the binomials x2ij xjk − x2jixik instead of x2ij xki − x2ikxji to
generate IAn up to radical. In addition, from the proof of Proposition 6.3, we obtain that the
faces of the cone  are in the formFi,T orFT , for all the possible choices of i and T.
Proposition 6.5. The An-homogeneous arithmetical rank of IAn is equal to 4
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ).
Proof. The ideal IAn is generated up to radical by the An-homogeneous polynomials
x2ij xki − x2ikxji , x3ij x3kj − x3jkx3ik + x3kix3ji − x2ij x2kix2jk, xij xkl − xilxkj , where i, j, k, l ∈{1, . . . , n}. The proof follows from proposition 6.3 and the observation that (xij xkj −
xjkxik)
5 belongs to the ideal generated by the previousAn-homogeneous polynomials. Note
that the 3
(
n
3
)
binomials x2ij xki−x2ikxji correspond to the 3
(
n
3
)
1-simplices ofposQ(An) like
those in Fig. 3. The
(
n
3
)
An-homogeneous polynomials x3ij x
3
kj −x3jkx3ik +x3kix3ji −x2ij x2kix2jk
correspond to the
(
n
3
)
2-simplices of posQ(An) like the one in Fig. 3. The 6
(
n
4
)
binomials
xij xkl − xilxkj correspond to the 6
(
n
4
)
1-simplices of posQ(An) like those in Fig. 4. 
Remark 6.6. The bounds given in Corollary 6.2 are also bounds for the minimal number
of generators of a lattice ideal IL, with associated cone rationally afﬁne equivalent to
posQ(An). In particular for the ideal IAn the minimal generators are greater than or equal
to 5
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ). This implies that any such ideal, for n3, is impossible to be a complete
intersection, since htIAn = n(n − 2).
The previous calculations in conjunction with Theorem 5.8 imply the next proposition.
Proposition 6.7. If F1, . . . , Fs generate IAn up to radical then
(i) the total number of monomials in the nonzero terms of the polynomials F1, . . . , Fs is
greater than or equal to 9
(
n
3
)+ 12 (n4 ).(ii) the total number of A-homogeneous components in F1, . . . , Fs is greater than or equal
to 4
(
n
3
)+ 6 (n4 ).
From the generalized Krull’s principal ideal theorem and the result of Eisenbud–Evans
and Storch we have that
n(n − 2)ara(IAn)n(n − 1).
It is an interesting problem to compute the exact value of ara(IAn) and the corresponding
polynomials that generate IAn up to radical. Proposition 6.7 guarantees that these polyno-
mials are huge and complicated.
Propositions 6.3 and 6.5 give that araA(IAn) = 4
(
n
3
) + 6 (n4 ) and bar(IAn) = 5 (n3 ) +
6
(
n
4
)
.Thus there can be very large differences among the numbers ara(IAn), araA(IAn) and
bar(IAn) for large n. This means that A-homogeneous polynomials are not always enough
to minimally generate the radical of a lattice ideal up to radical. Therefore we have to
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understand better the topic of non A-homogeneous set-theoretic complete intersections for
lattice ideals.
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